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Mismanagement may cost bucks

Mini-courses suspect
By Liz Viall

The largest academic unit on
campus, the school of business,
was close to rebellion last week
as students were informed that
they must enroll in a one-credit
mini-course a.:, an additional required class for a business degree.
The course, listed in neither the
general catalog or spring quarter
course announcements, will consist of testing, orientation and
placement of business majors.
When notices of the class were
posted in Kingston Hall last
week , angry business majors
vented their frustrations by tearing the memos off walls and
bulletin boards.
First billed as a ' must', students are now just being " strongly encouraged " lo enroll in the
course, according to John P .
Dickson, dean of the business
school .
Late schedulings such as this,
the Easterner has found, may be
an effort by administration officials to get the school out of hot
water that last year cost Eastern
over $25,000 .
Vice President Phil Marshall
said Eastern is contracted to the
state each year for a set amount
of credit hours to be taken by
students. Last year the school fell
short because a physical therapy
program, estimated to involve 20
full time equivalent (FTE) students, was scrapped .
Eastern failed the contract
only by the 20 FTE students
slated for the defunct program
but still had to refund about
$27,000, the equivalent of the
funding of one full time faculty
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member, to the state, Marshall
said.
Marshall said this year's contract, drawn up at the same time
as the first , calls for 120 more
FTE students than the previous
year.
Forty of these were again
slated for the physical therapy
program .
Right now, he said, the count is
above last year's contracted
figure but Eastern may still fall a
1i ttle short.
Scheduling mini-courses two
weeks into the quarter is a last
shot to pull Eastern up to its
contracted figure , according to
an administration official wishing to remain unnamed . The
official also hinted at possible
academic mismanagement in
plans to fulfill the contracted
credit hours .
Katherine Sherman, EWU provost for academic affairs, told
the Easterner there is really no
problem in fulfilling this year 's
contract. "The business class has
nothing to do with the number of
credit hours Eastern is contracted for, " she said.
Marshall said another area of
concern may be the distribution
of upper versus lower division
credit hours.
Last year, he said, Eastern also
failed to fulfill the contract in this
area .
"This year we do have better
distribution," said Marshall,
" but I'd be surprised ff we make
it."
Sherman told The Easterner
she wasn't aware of any troubles
in the distribution area, this year
or last.

Last year EWU fulfilled the
upper division part of the contract by 1.2 percent but failed in
the graduate levels .
Don Manson , Eastern 's director of institutional research, said
one school , Western Washington
Universi~y. fell short in the distribution area and had to refund a
considerable amount of money
because their mix of division
credits did not generate enough
FTE faculty .
Many mini -courses, such as the
business department's one-credit
class , listed as an experimental
396, would go toward Eastern 's
fulfillment of dis tribution .
Sherman said the contracted
credit hours to the state can be
fulfill ed. She said the 40 FTE
s tudents that were budgeted for
the phys ical therapy program
would be made up " just through
regular growth. "
" Admissions have been up cons iderably over last year, " she
said . " Also, we 're taking more
care lo retain our students ."
Glenn Fehler, EWU director of
admissions, said Eastern's enrollment this year and the last
has been in a stable growth
pattern.
Officials will not know for
about two more weeks if the
university has completed this
year's contract, Marshall said .
The delay is due to the fact that
some courses start later in the
quarter, such as some night
classes and off-campus programs .
"You never know," Marshall
added. "We may have lo refund."

Doim salesmen find
not:so-easy pickings
Salesmen looking for ean pick,ings in uni,versity dormitories
may find the chore harder than
they think.
Daryl Hagie, provost for studet1t services, said housing policy
is strict on how and who may
solicit products in the· dorms.
Door-to-door selling is restricted.
''The only groups that usually
obtain pern;tission are student
organizations, such as the Sponsor Corps," he said.
Marianne Hall, EWU housing
director, said dormitory selling is
discouraged because it often is
too annoying to dorm residents.
"For that reason representatives from groups like Tupperware or Avon aren 't granted permission to sell.
Private organizations , however, may entertain prospective
buyers . with parties in student
rooms or lounges.
On campus recently, several
complaints about one o.ookware
company hosting patties in
dorms were received by dormi-

tory directors. Some students
said they were pressured into
signing contracts for parties or
merchandising without knowing
all the details or not knowing the
comparative value of what they
bought.
The Spokane Better Business
Bureau warns students against
home salesmen for several rea.
sons . People often do not realize
. the _total cost of what they are
buying, or fuU~ understand the
contract they sign.
Also, buyers. do not a!ways
compare th e pnce or quahty of
the home sal~sman's products to
those of retail stores.
The bureau recomMends
!)('ople a nalyze what they a re
buying before they sign the contract.
"When a s tudent is confronted
with someone selling door-todoor, or is having trouble with
any salesman, they should contact Campus Safety right away,
Hall said.

Inside
The Red Barn , once the home of pigs , chickens , cows a nd
aluminum cans, is currently being remodeled to th e tun e of
$140,000. Construction started last week on the stru cture, whi ch is
soon to house the Motor Pool, Campus Safety, a nd r elated
departments . Sec story page 3.
Eastern's women's tennis team defeated both Whitworth a nd
Whitman in last weekend 's dual meet action . See story and photos
page 14.
i\t long last! Winners of the Easterner's fir st annual photo/poetry
contest are featured inside. See centerfold. I ',orry folk s , but we
1;ouldn't get Burt Reynolds.1

Lewis elected
A.S. speaker

Adam Namerow photo

Spring fever
Just because spring is in the air doesn't necessarily mean love has to
follow. This thwarted Lothario is being told to "Quack off" . by an

outraged swan at Turnbull Wildlife Refuge .

Associated Student legisla tors
unanimous ly el ec ted Me lod y
Lewis lo serve as spea ker of the
legislature at Monda y's meeting.
Lewis, who ra n unoppo ed for
the posi tion, had been acti ng as
in ter im speake r ince the res ignation late last qua rt er of Kim
Wise man, whose I gislativ term
expired.
Also elec ted as spea ker pro tern
was Curl J a ntz, one of five new
A.S. r epresenta ti ves sea ted this
quarter .
Four appointments lo the Student E mployment Review a nd
Policies committee were approved . Student representatives
include Chris Viren, Don Chittik ,
Charl es Gutierrez a nd Jam es
Gutierrez .
The review comm ittee was
esta bli hed last week by the
legislature . Th move came in
response to an incident involvi ng
a Dressler resident advisor, who
was fired without wa rning over
spring brea k a nd then rehired .
During Mond ay 's ses io n ,
Rober t Ryan , ocial Activ ities
Review Board cha irman , told the
legislature of va riou functions
planned for spring qua rter , including the 8th of May c lebra lion a nd the spring semi -for mal.
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Co111plaint eorner
By Tom McCrady
The other day I was talking
to my friends about this school
getting a s wimming pool.
They informed me that this
school has an old swimming
pool in Showalter Hall. When
my roomate and I were looking for it, a lady told us that
th ere wasn't one. Is there a
pool there and if there is , ~hat
is the history of it and can it be
used?--Tim Mcconnaughey

I'm sorry, but the way things
look now, you and the rest of
us at Eastern will have to wait
till Gov . Ray and the rest of
the politicians in Olympia
shell out the dollars to build an
acquatics complex.
Yes, there is a pool in Showa lte r , located below the
stage in the auditorium . But
when the old fieldhouse (a
WWII Army tr~ining center)
was moved piece by piece to
Cheney from Idaho sometime
in 1947, the old pool was
retired.
Presently , the pool is covered over, with a trap door as

the only access. Sta irs lead
down into the deep end of it
where lumber is stored. All of
the tile is in place.
The pool was included in the
plans when Showalter was
constructed in 1915 to replace
the old administration building, destroyed by a 1912 blaze.
Information concerning the
pool is very scarce as details
could only be found from old
newspapers , a couple of re
tired professors, and firsthand viewing.
The pool size is about 35 by
15 feet. At its deepest, the pool
is about six feet. A low diving
board was also included . According to Dr. Harold Stevens,
who retired in 1976 from the
drama department, the pool
probably did not have a filtering system . It emptied directly into a septic tank .

Apparently the pool was
used for an all-school swim
every Thursday. The Showalter pool was retired when
the fi eldhouse was completed
in J anuary of 1948. The fi eldhouse, which burned to the
ground in April of 1977, in·
eluded a larger pool.
By the way, there is also a
two-lane bowling alley in the
basement of Showalter Hall.
The facul ty of the time paid
for its construction and maintenance, and did not allow
students to use it. Redwood
bowling balls were used and
pin boys set up the pins.
Stevens said the alleys were
used up until World War II.
This column will be published
regularly in The Easterner as a
forum for students to receive
answers to gripes, questions about administrative policy, or
just to find out why something is
the way it is.
Letters can be sent to the
Easterner, in care of Tom Mc ..
Crady, PUB 119. Name and phone
number are required, but the
name will be held upon request.

The Normal School Journal,
the school newspaper of the
college in the early 1940s, had
several articles concerning
the pool , though none included
detailed descriptions.

Would you believe that this swimming pool is located in the basement of Showalter Hall? Now filled with
lumber, this pool's heyday ended in the 1940's.
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One of the biggest villains in
stereotyping women's roles is
advertisements, said Professor
John Hulpke from the school of
husiness in a Tuesday noon presentation at the Women's Center.
Magazine ads especially cast
women into four specific stereotypes, Hulpke said.
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Robert Ryan may be the new
SARB chairman, but he's not i:iew
to the job. Although he took over
his duties March 15, he previously served on the SARB committee
and has worked with bands and
promotion for the past four years.
Former SARB Chairman
Dwight VanBrunt had an independent, private business venture that caused a conflict with
his duties as chairman, Ryan
said.

" I do not have the final say on
which bands do or do not play at
EWU," Ryan explained. "I get
the facts together on cost, time
and so forth and present them to
the committee. They are the ones
who have the vote."
The committee is a major
problem in itself, however. There
are supposed to be 10 members,
but a lack of interest has seriously weakened it.
" We've got to get students to
have a definite interest in

SARB, " Ryan said. "SARB is the

Robert Ryan

Ryan is a general business
major and would like to work in
the area of concert promotion,
manager, agent or marketing
after graduation.
As a SARB committee member he saw a lack of continuity as
a major problem.
" It was the paperwork," he
said. "No one explains the procedures to a new chairman; I
found out about it by trial and
error. "
The new social activities director slated to be hired in the near
future should take care of that
problem , Ryan said.
" He'll be here all the time and
automatically know the procedures, so he can hold it together
instead of having every new
chairman start from scratch," he
added.
The duties of the SARB chairman are varied. He is the manager of the SARB committee and
chairs all concerts, public relations and special activities.

closest school organization to the
students."
One of Ryan's goals is to put
together a manual explaining the
orientation procedure to new
members. He would also like to
see the continuity of the committee kept up.
Another of Ryan's duties is the
annual May Celebrations usually
held on the 8th, but will this year
be held on the 5th-a Saturday.
"We have definite plans for the
5th of May Celebration," he said.
"We're now into the final stages
and by April 6, all decisions
should be made. All bands but
two have been confirmed. "
In the past, the celebrations
gave the impression of being an
impromptu affair ; one that
wasn't really managed, Ryan
said.
"I'm not criticizing the efforts
of past SARB chairmen," he said.
" But in my opinion, it wasn't
managed right. "
This year's celebration will last
from noon to midnight. KREMFM will again sponsor the event,
but they will do more than " just
give records away," Ryan said.
1 'This year they'll really emcee
it. "
Ryan wants to develop a good
reputation for Eastern as a
worthwhile business risk in entertainment.
"Communication has deteriorated over the years, " he said.
"Dwight did a good job, but I'd
like to see bands at Eastern that
are headliners. I'd like to escalate to top-name entertainment."

Ads project women as stereotypes
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The first is as the sex symbol,
he said, while showing slides of
women in ads for vodka and cars
and dressed in slinky, revealing
outfits.
Then there is the housewifemother role, one that advertisements strengthen by outfitting
women in dresses and aprons,
putting them in kitchens or by
the washing machine.
Hulpke showed two successive
ads, one with a little boy in soiled
clothes and his mother in a small
inset picture holding his clean
shirt after she supposedly washed it.
The next showed a similar
picture, only with a man holding
the clean garment.
"Look at that!" Hulpke said,
indicating it looked like a break-

Men's & Women's
CUTS & STYLES
starting at $5. 00
all

Rdan Procb:ts
Snip & Style
506 1st

235-4975

through in ending stereotyping
with the father doing the laundry.
Then he explained that the
inset of the "father" was actually
cut out of a Sports Illustrated
magazine and pasted over the
original picture of the mother.
A third stereotype women are
cast into is in a "safe occupation," the professor said. These
jobs are an extension of the
housewife-mother role and includes such "helping" positions
as a teacher, n~e, or secretary.
"Forty out of every 100 working
people are women," Hulpke said,
"but ads show them only in a few
occupations.'•
Women on the go are beginning
to appear in the ads, and he
showed as an example a woman
on her way to play tennis. But the
ad, for a spray cleaner, showed
her stopping to shine the toaster
on the way out.
The gathering of about 25 in the
women's center Tuesday included several men, and one woman
in the back who had with her two
young children and an infant.
As the child cooed occasionally,
Hulpke showed slides of toy advertisements in which little boys
were pictured playing with cars
and trains and little girls were

seen mothering dolls and pushing
toy grocery carts.
Hulpke said he occasionally
helps out in the nursery school
here on campus and even there
he finds books to support the old
stereotypes.
Religious traditions often do
the same thing, he said, citing
several passages from the Bible .
"Every religion in the world
has something roughly equivalent," he commented.
Advertisers are making progress, however, as Hulpke demonstrated toward the end of his
presentation
He showed slides of ads where
women were shown with motorcycles, buying Budweiser beer,
and cast as well-paid corporate
executives. This exemplified the
fourth and perhaps only justifiable role women are cast in, one
he called " the reality of today's
working woman."
But while in certain instances
women are portrayed in a wider
vareity of situations, Hulpke said
men are still being pictured in the
"macho" image and not as
fathers, and that's yet another
area in which advertisers . are
helping to n:iaintain the stereotypical roles, he added.
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It once housed assorted animals and tin cans, but will serve as the new home of Campus Safety and its
related departments. The Red Barn, built in 1884, is currently undergoing a ·rejuvination worth over
$140,000. Occupation is expected to begin sometime fall quarter.

March of Dimes

Superwalk coming soon
By Linda Kinler
In the fight against the crippling birth defects that strike
more than 250,000 infants each
ye~r, the Spokane Chapter of the
March of Dimes is sponsoring
"Super-Walk Saturday" April 21
in Spokane.
What was last year's March of
Dimes Walkathon has been given
a new image through the efforts
of "Super-Walk" chairman Steve
Frazier and his group of volunteers..
Among the new ideas for this
year's event are two grand
prizes, a prize board, a "Senior
_Stroll" anc\ a "Tavern Trek. "
Don't let that last term fool
you . Some area tavern owners or
representatives of their establishments will take part in the
walk.
The "Super-Walk" will cover 33
kilometers or 20 miles and will
take 6 to 8 hours. Participants
will begin at the Coliseum and
walk through the northwest section of Spokane to Riverside State
Park . From there, they will travel up to Assembly and Northwest
Boulevard back to the Coliseum.
The grand prizes in the walk
are a Datsun 210 sportswagon,
donated by Monroe Street Datsun
and a trip for four to Disneyland
for three days and four nights. A
complete waterbed system will
be presented to the person bringing the highest amount or money
collected.
Eligibility for the prizes rests
on bringing in a minimum of $50
in pledges. Those looking to the
car must register at Monroe
Street Datsun.
·
"We set the minimum level of
money as an incentive to the
participants," said Frazier, an
Eastern business major.
The prize board is on the level
of door prizes, Frazier said.
Among the prizes will be records,
free dance lessons, and gift certificates from McDonalds and
Skipper's Fish and Chips Chowder House.
The board will be posted at

several locations along the route
and new numbers will be drawn
at each location announcing the
winner.
"Many funcj raisers are not as
fun as the participants anticipated," said Frazier, explaining the
reason for the new image. "It's
not as rewarding. This year we
decided to give the event an
update."
A local drum and bugle corps
will escort the walkers on the
first five miles of the walk. A
tethered hot-air balloon will be
floating over the Coliseum and
radio station KJRB will have
representatives there to band out
1000 balloons in the morning.
Double the money
" We want to provide an entertaining, exciting day for
everyone," Frazier said. " Last
year we had 1,500 people in the
walk raise $43,000. This year
we're going to try to double that
amount.
" It's never been achieved before, " he added. " It would be the

Friday is the final day for EWU
veterans to turn their completed
enrollment forms in to the Veterans Office, Showalter 114.
" If the cards aren't in by that
date, benefits will be terminated, " said Mark Brumleve, veterans' counselor. "It's as simple
as that. "
Brumleve also reminded vet-

erans considering summer school
that while the basic full-time load
is eight credits, veterans must
carry 12 contact hours.
''Contact hours are those hours
spent in actual classroom attendance, " he said. " This doesn 't
include lab hours, internships or
independent studies."

Eastern 's ca mpus security will
have a new home next fa ll in the
form of an old barn , as the Sutton
or Red Barn on the southwestern corner of campus is given an
interior once-over .
Jon Danielson , Ea!itern 's universi ty archi tect, said the entire
visitor's center , now loca ted in
Monroe Hall , will be moved to the
remodeled barn.
" Tha t includes Campus Safety,
the motorpool , key issue, fire
prevention , and a shop for campus parking meters," said Danielson.
The construction , wh ich will
cost about $140,000, will be con
fined mostly to the first floor of
the structure, he said.
"Some repair to the outside,
such as cleaning the barn's sunbursts, will also be done," said
Danielson. "Also, the upper part
of the barn will be pigeonproofed. "
Danielson said screens will be
erected and cracked boards repaired to keep the birds out of the
building.
The second floor will then be
investigated as a potential space
for use.
Part of the first floor will be

reserved for a classroom , storage
room and work room for agri cultura lly oriented biology classes. This remodeling, however,
has not yet been scheduled, Danielson said .
Danielson said the new headquarters wi ll have a more effi cient space layou t and be easier
to find than Monroe.
" Washin gton street is a ma in
roa d," he said. " It'll be both easy
and convenient for visitors."
He sa id the decision to remodel
was made now because of the
opportunity to secure 50 percent
of the cost from the State Office
of Archeological and Historic
Preservation .
" This was possible as the barn ,
built in 1884, is on the National
Register of Historic Places, " he
said. " It's one of the last of its
type in eastern Washington .
Danielson said the barn had
been used for farming until 1969
when it was included in a land
purchase by the university. Since
then, it has been used in various
recycling campaigns of paper
and aluminum cans.
Remodeling of the ban. began
last Monday , Danielson said, and
should be complete sometime
next fall.

Novelist here today
Novelist and poet James B.
Hall will deliver a public reading
from his work today at 11 a .m., in
Patterson Hall 1084.
Hall is the author of many
books, inlcuding "Racers to the
Sun," "The Hunt Within, " "Minor White : Rites and Passages, "
and "Mayo Sergeant. "
He has received many grants
and awards, including the Balch
Fiction Prize, the 0 . Henry Award, and the Rockefeller Grant
and is past president of Associated Writing Programs and form er provost of the University of
California at Newport Beach .
While visiting Eastern's cam-

pus, Hall will speak in English
professor John Keeble's fiction
writing workshop, and consult
with individual students.
His main purpose on campus,
however, will be to evaluate
EWU's proposal for establishing
a degree for a master's of fin e
arts in crea tive writing, a n English department spokeswoman
sa id .
" He'll be meeting with fa culty
a nd administrative staff regarding the proposal," the spokeswoman said .
Hall 's appearance is sponsored
by EWU 's department of E nglish .

GRADUATING?
1 - 8x10 Color Portrait
2 - 5x7 Color Portraits
10 - 3x3 Resume' Photos
ALL FOR$35
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EWU Spring Nooner
12:15 p.m. May 16, 1979
Health & Physical Education Complex
5.3 miles of paved Cheney Streets

North 5 Wall

Spokane
747-2315

open to .all runners
deadline Friday May 4th
$4 entry fee
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BOOKKEEPING & TAX CONSULTING

1,
1,

PAM GOMBERG

first time that has happened
since walkathons began nine
years ago."
Frazier says he anticipates
ab9ut 3,000 participants for this
year's event.
First aid will be available for
those who may need· it at all
check points, and a roving first
aid car will be traveling the
route, Frazier said.
Frazier suggested that walkers
wear light colored apparel and a
hat if it's a warm day. He also
said that people won't really need
to exercise in preparation for the
event. " It's not an endurance
course."
Registration for the walk will ·
take place at the Coliseum front
7-9 a .m. April 21. Sponsor sheets
are available at area schools,
Monroe St. Datsun, McDonalds,
Circle K stores, Waterbed Warehouse House and the March of
Dimes Office.
For more information, people
may call the March of Dimes
Office at 634-8955.

Vets' forms due

!~~~;~!~~!~~~ 8
11

Red Barn set
·for renovation

235-4397

T-shirts to all entrants and awards to first
male an4female
•
Pick up entry forms at the PUB Info Desk, HPERA Info Desk
Showalter Lobby and the Cheney Free Press
sponsored by EWU Army ROTC
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Graduation blues
I om g oduot i ng at the end of this quarter along with several
other people I know. In co p and gown, we will receiv e
diplomas stati ng that we' ve spen t four or more years train ing
for a profession . That's a lot of time and money. An d w i th
diploma in hand , I and my friends will march smart ly out i nt o-what? The world , that's for ce rtain . But God on ly knows what's
ou t there .
I don' t know what the job statistics ore these days; I don' t
think I wont to know. Unemployment is high , the poF5ulotion
doubles, i nflation rises. W oe, woe, wo e! I swear it's enough to
make you resign from the human race.
I once sow on the cover of a weekly news magazine a picture
showing a graduate in cop and gown--pumping gos. The
cap tion read, " Where are the jobs?" Where i ndeed?
And if thi s o i l score keeps up, there won' t even be any gas to
pump.
A friend once said that the only way to keep the economy
going, inflation down, population down, and jobs available
was to hove a nice, tidy world war. I don' t know how right he
was, but I don't th ink that' s much of a problem solver. Life is
spooky enough, thank you .
.
So here is another little problem to ponder. How will you
make your living? You could even be a contestant for the
"Ge tt i ng Ulcers on Your Ulcers" award.
Don't bother Welfare . They' ve got enough problems.
Of co urse, you could make a l iving thinking up ways for
people to make a l ivi ng. --L.C.K .

Points to ponder
Hove you ever considered that if California Gov. Edmund
Brown Jr. marries Linda Ronstadt and he gets elected president,
· the United States will have a recording star for a First Lady?
Brown, 41 , has been doting Ronstadt, 32, since the early
seventies. There is speculation that the two ,:night marry while
in Africa this week.
And if they don't now, they might at any time. Or they might
choose to not marry at all , just live together.
There is nothing wrong with that but it'll be interesting to see
what will happen if Brown is elected president and Ronstadt
lives with him as wife or not.
Some things to ponder: How will such a situation affect the
image the American People have of Brown if the couple doesn't
marry?
How will high-ranking (and often conservative) foreign
officials view the same situation if Brown is elected? Will it
hinder Brown's success in dealing with them in any way?
How would it be to hove two relatively young and
independent, so-called "beautiful people," as president and
First Lady?
Could you see Ms. Ronstadt taking on all the duties that
Rosolynn Corter and Betty Ford handled, such as . acting as
visiti ng dign itary to foreign countries and serving as the
country's number on·e hostess?
Maybe she'd shun such duties and continue in her own
direction--moking hit records and touring the country.
Con you imagine the First Lady going on tour? Think of how
ti ght security would be at the concerts.
If pol itics bore you, watching this situation as the 1980
presidential elections draw near could be one way to make the
race an interesting one.--C. W .
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Letters
Censorship
dangerous
Recently, I hove received in
the moil a brochure listing
various dramatic and musical
programs and art exhibitions
being presented on campus
this quarter. Upon opening the
pamphlet, I om surprised to
see a censor's code letter
following the title of all the
dramatic presentations enumerated.
I immediately wonder how
an unknown, presumably local individual or group receives the authority to censor
campus productions. I then
must question whether such
an arbitrarily imposed code
would soon extend to other
campus activities.
Will art exhibitions be rated
according to the extent that
the human anatomy is exposed? Will visiting artist lectures be rated in the future?
Will we someday discover the
presentations of academic,
political, or religious speakers
similarly coded? Finally, will
productions be eventually
bowdlerized to accommodate
the moral whims of an unidentified group of censors?
Ludicrous, impossible occurrences? Perhaps. Yet, individuals should be cautious of
applying such a rating, for
once begun, censorship can
easily proliferate, eventually
penetroti ng,
uni ntentionolly
and imperceptibly, o.ther

>

areas of our lives.
In the future, I sincerely
hope that no censor's code is
assigned to any campus production or activity. Such a
rating scheme is the very
antithesis of the academic
ideal of free expression. All
critical evaluation should be
reserved to the audience and
is definitely not the province
of on unkown, invisible censor.
Linda Stosalovich

CEL valuable
Hove you decided on your
major yet? Do you realize the
importance of this decision?
The choice of your major will
determine whether you are
accomplishing something at
Eastern or if you ore just
wasting your time. You need
to learn about the career
toward which you ore aiming,
its opportunities and responsibilities. The best way of gaining this knowledge is by
experiencing it first-hand, by
actually working in the field .
I started college with an
interest in electricity, a background in math and science,
and a goal of majoring in
electrical engineering. After a
year and a half, I began to
question my de·cision. I applied for an internship with an
engineering firm and after
working there six months, I
realized that I did not want to
be an engineer. By toking
classes in d ifferent fields, I

became interested in local
government.
Through the Center for Experiential Learning, I received
an internship with the City of
Cheney as on administrative
assistant. I work directly under
Bob Filson, the city administrator. We are presently in the
middle of budget negotiations
and I am looking into various
budget situations and bocking
up Bob's work with facts and
figures. From this vantage
point, I om becoming familiar
with the government and its
administration. I now know
that I will be involved with
local government as a career.
The advantages of serving
on internship are numerous.
You can gain credit through a
CEL learning contract, you
gain valuable work experience, you might get paid, you
make personal contacts, and
you get that important letter of
recommendation . The CEL hos
existing internships available,
or they con arrange one in the
field of your choice. This is an
opportunity that all serious
students should consider. Even
if you are set upon a particular
career goal, the work experience is a plus factor in the
eyes of an employer. Add an
internship to your schedule
next qyarter and help yourself; you can't lose.
Martin R. Piute
Letters to the editor should
be submitted to The Easterner
office, PUB 119, no later than
Tuesday noon ot each publication week. All letters should
be typed and must be signed
in order to be published. Any
letter longer than 300 word~
may be edited for condensation.
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Economics
By Carol Wetzel
·'No person can avoid economics. Everyone lives in an economy."
These statements, taken from a
"Guide for Economics" pamphlet from the department of economics, follow some examples of
how the discipline enters into
everyday life.
Here's one: "Mary Lukins was
sole support of her infirm farther.
While using her electric hair
dryer one day, the machine electrocuted her. Later it was found
defective and her father, facing
starvation, decided to sue the
manufacturer for causing wrongful death. How much should he
sue for? To answer this question
he must determine the earning
power of his daughter, calculate
her lifetime expected income,

and estimate the probable future
course of inflation."
Early in the pamphlet it is
stated, "Economics is not simple .. .it depends heavily on rigorous thought, logical deductions,
and quantitive inductions."
Professor Thomas W. Bonsor,
acting department chairman,
said introductory economics
courses serve to both discourage
and encourage students.
For those encouraged to pursue
the discipline, it could be the
subject matter or kinds of problems death with that give incentive.
"On the other hand, we find
some are attracted because of its
rigor," Bonsor said. "A student
in another major may not find
himself particularly challenged,
so he comes to us."
The standard 60-credit major is
like that taught at all four-year
institutions, the pamphlet reads.

This is the traditional course of
study in the field .
Great flexibility is an asset
with the 45-credit major, designed for students seeking a
"sound preparation in some preprofessional field such as law ,
public administration, journalism, business administration, or
for those who simply desire a
liberal arts education, " the booklet explains .

An economics major wjth a
minor in business administration
is available, as well as an econ-

Yourturn
Plans to expand the PUB in the
next few years have been placed
under consideration. If an additional building were to be built,
what types of facilities and/or
activities would you like to see
included?

-~ .'
Lis a Brandstoettner, physical
education for the handicapped,
senior, Medical Lake--"A better

bookstore that's located in the
PUB, a quiet area where you
could sleep and study. It was a lot
nicer when the game room wasn' t
a game room . The only places to
study are the library or the
(dorm ) rooms to study and they
aren' t particularly comfortable."

Niall Watchman, physical education , junior, Cheney-"One thing
would be nice would be a small
shopping center here or someplace you could buy milk and
other things of that nature. Maybe some decent ping pong tables
or a tavern."
Mike McNeilly, drama, sophomore , Spokane-- "More tele-

visions in different areas so as to
offer varied viewing and less
soap operas. An X-rated movie
theatre, ten hot tubs and five
bowling lanes."

Darrell Clark, military science,
junior, Cheney-"A beer parlour.
Paige Agocs, athletic training,
senior, Cheney-How about a

bowling alley and a small tavern
that would serve beer and peanuts? Maybe an achievement
room where athletic, academic
or any kind of award for Eastern
people could be kept and viewed.
More bean bag chairs for the
game room at the movies."

Saddlesores
,,(,fTV- IIOIAI 7HE IIE~k A~E
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!IHU . //IIU /IEil'El) ll'IF /VIN

Scott Heaton, communication
studies, senior, Spokane-"! spe-

cifically would like to see a place
where you could lay down to take
a nap for 15 minutes or so. A
place with privacy and without
the electronic games or TV."

Of course that would be a problem with underage students but it
could be handled in the standard
way . Separation of the game
room and the TV section since
one infringes on the other. A
bowling alley since most of the
other schools have them and a
banking facility here in the PUB
would be needed since it's hard
cashing checks of any amount or
maybe a bank card machine."

onomic s- mathemati cs joint
major.
" I haven 't seen any majors out
of that (last) program in several years," Bonsor said, speculating that it was too specialized.
" What do economists do? The
pamphlet poses, and then proceeds to answer in detail over
four pages.
In professional fields there is:
1. Business, with work in production planning, hiring policies ,
competitive marketing, etc .
2. Government, with work in
statistical information analx_sis,
environmental impact, allocation
of scarce resources, etc .
3. Law, where understanding
legal topics about corporations ,
real estate, labor and anti-trust is
indispensable.
4. Elementary and secondary
eduction: "Last year District 81
introduced economics as part of
graduation requirements," Bonsor said. Schools nationwide are
incorporating the discipline similarly.
5. Journalism: "Economists
who can write for the general
reader are indeed scarce," says
the pamphlet.
To be a professional economist
usually requires graduate level
work . About 40 percent of the
professional economists teach in
colleges and universities.
The rest go into government
F ederal Trade Commi ssion ,
Council of Economic Advisors,

etc.), business (banks, insurance
companies, etc.), and other areas
such as labor unions.
F inally, the pamphlet discusses employment as a liberal arts
major.
''Too often people go to college
with the notion of acquiring some
particular skill or vocation and
then, many years after graduation, find that they hate their
vocation or their skill has become
obsolete or they are unable to
change in the face of progress .
The liberal idea of education is
the 'toolbox ' approach to employment. Rather than concentrating
all efforts on some narrow form
of education , liberal arts majors
seek to accumulate in their toolboxes of knowledge information
about a wide variety of subjects,' '
the pamphlet reads . "Knowledge
of economics should open your
eyes to the flow of institutions,
problems and events in the world
around you. "
Courses in economics are classified under several divers e
headings, including " Labor and
Manpower'', ''Financial, Industrial and Government Activity ,"
and " Economic History and
Thought. "
The pamphlet does not try to
picture economics as an easy
discipline, just as an interesting
one . Toward the last few pages it
reads frankly, " Due to its rigorous requirements, selec tion of
this major should be made as
ea rly as possible."
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Take your woes to Rap-In
By Rich Glynn
If you need to know about
th party :tuation for the week ,
or can't decide whether to use
Heinikens or dry sherry in your
chicken tetrazzini , dia l 359-7979
a nd you'll undoubtedly find out.
Rap-In t Rererence Agency for
People In Need) is the campus
infor mation a nd distr ess line.
Volun teer aides provide callers
with inform ation on hundreds of
topics or guide them to other
agencies that ca n most likely
come up with the ri ght answer.

Ly nette Robinson , a gradua te
student who serves as the organi zation's director , says that the
Ra p-In lines ser ve another basic
purpose as well --acting as a
sound ing boa rd for those bother ed by persona l probelms .
" P eople ha ving problems in
thei r persona l relationships, with
schoolwork , or drugs or alcohol-or a ny number of other things-

hav called us just to ta lk ," she
explai ned . "If omeone is lonely
or ju t plain upset that the car
won't start, we hope they will
turn to u if they need tci ."
Sh add d that whil the volunteers manning the telephone line
do not always have an immedia te
solution, ca llers do get a cha nce
to unload thei r problems a nd ease
the pre s ure . All calls a re confidential.
Ra p-In has served the campus
a nd Cheney community since
1971. Robinson says tha t use of its
services has increased steadily .
Last qua rter , more than 5,230
calls were logged .
" We ha ve gotten hundreds of
ca lls for one of our newest
servi ces, Tel -Me d ,' ' Robinson
said . " This is a free health and
medical information library that
uses short tapes to explain vari ous health situations. "
Currently , the Rap-In staff

numbers about 35 . All volunteers
undergo intensive practical trai ning before being put to work on
the phones, Robinson says .
" We use r ol -playi ng a nd other
meU1ods to make our members
aware of potential situations they
could be fac ing," she said . " But
every phone call is different, so
you ha ve to play it by ear.' '.
Once tra ined , volunteers usua lly work one or two shifts a
week. Whil e the orga niza tion is
a ffili ated with the Center for
P sychological Services , Robinson stressed that members do not
ha ve to be a iming at a career in
that a rea --a n interest in helping
others is the main requirement.
Hours of operation during
spring quarter are 4 p.m . to
midnight daily , except Sundays ,
when the lines close at 10 p.m.
So if you need a zip code quick
or seem to be feeling lonely and
blue, call Rap-In . You might just
find somebody to talk to.

Americana conference set
" Black Macho and the Myth of
the Superwoman " is one of a
va ri ety of topics to be discussed
at th e Pacific Northwest Ameri·can Studies Association annual
conference April 20 and 21 at
Eastern .
" Rece nt Am e ric a" is th e
theme of the 1979 conference ,
where scholars from 14 colleges
and universities primarily in the
Northwest will present research

pa pers they have written , and
lead discussions.
Additiona l subjects to be presented range from " Neo-Fascim :
An Alternative Future for the
United States," and "Women and
the Economy " to " Characteris tics of Contemporary Native
American Literature ," "Mel
Brooks and Recent Film Parody," " F eminist Poetry," and
" Creating a Modern Hero : Ad-

College reps ·here
Representatives of Washington 's 27 community colleges will
he on campus Wednesday , April
25, for informal conferences with
tudents , counselors , and advisors who want specific information a bout educational opportunities in the state-wide system .
A three-member team will be
ava ila ble during the day beginni ng a t 9 a .m . in room 121 of the
Pence Union Building .
The conferences will emphasize s ummer quarter offerings at
ca mpuses in or near student's

home communilies and technical
or vocational programs that are
available to students who may be
interested in what community
colleges call " reverse transfer."
It is not necessary to make appointments to confer with the
team members .
The program is a pilot effort to
improve articulation between the
two-year and the four-year colleges of the state. It is conducted
under the approval of the Washington Council on High School/
College Relations .

vertising and the Consumer in
20th century America."
" These are mainly English,
American literature- and history
scholars who have written research papers on topics related to
'recent America' ," said EWU
English professor Robert Olafson, chairman of the " America in
the 1960's" committee. EWU
history professor WiUiam Youngs
Jr. will preside over the conference session on films .
Featured as speaker at the
conference banquet on campus in
Tawanka Commons at 6 p.m .
Friday, will be English professor
John Sisk of Gonzaga University.
Sisk's articles about contemporary American culture have appeared in such publications as
Harper's and Atlantic Monthly .
Also on the conference program is a full-length film entitled
" The Bride Comes to Yellow
Sky ."
Activities begin April 20 at 9
a.m. in Patterson Hall Auditorium (first floor ) on campus .
Speakers are scheduled to appear
a ll day Friday and Saturday
morning .
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A Rap-In volunteer mans the crisis and information lines, ready to
help.

Education prof
wins fellowship
An EWU education professor
has been named as one of the first
four educators to receive a Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory Fellowship.
T. Keith Midgley has been
awarded the fellowship by the
NWREL and will spend this
month at laboratory headquarters in Portland as a visiting
scholar and educational leader.
"The laboratory has developed
outstanding programs in audiovisual communication technology that I want to become acquanited with, " said Midgley .
His other specific areas of
concern are : creative curriculum , instructional modules ,
teaching/learning resources , and
instructional development. He
has been asked to chair the
Washington State Instructional
Development Interest Group this
year, which is sponsored by · the
Washington Library Media Association. He is also on the board
of directors for that organization .
Midgley says the fellowship
program will provide him with
the time needed to search out

ideas and programs he could ther,
share with professional organizations, his colleagues here at
Eastern and especially with the
many graduates and students
who have the potential of being
future teachers, administrators
and users of NWREL programs .
" This will be sort of a postdoctoral seminar workshop for
me, " Midgley said . "It is an
extra in-service training to get
additional help in teaching audiovisual communications.''
Other recipients of the fellowships are : Stephen E . Cragg,
Yakima Valley Community College; Jack E . Kober, Poplar
School District, Mon .; and Sherry
Lithander, Lockwood Schools,
Billings, Mont.
Fellowships provide $2,000 for
travel to the laboratory and
living expenses.
The laboratory is a nonprofit
organization which conducts research and development activities and provides services to
improve education in the Northwest.
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By Linda Rubin
How did a woman artist of the
16th century see herself in relation to her family and to her
peers? What are some of the life
styles of contemporary women
artists? These and other views of
" Women and Art History" will be
presented at noon Wednesday
on April 18 at the Women 's
Center by Carolyn Stephens, instructor of art history at Whitworth College.
A professional artist as well as
instructor, Stephens also teaches
painting and drawing at Spokane
Falls Community College.
In her slide lecture, Stephens
will be presenting a historical
overview of women artists from a

humanistic perspective rather
than critical art. Women artists
to be discussed all produced
works which were of equal rank
to that of their male counterparts
in major eras of art history. .
Particularly interesting will be
a discussion of the role of women
artists, whose husbands or lovers
are also artists of some stature,
as in the case of Gabriele Munter,
Frida Kahlo, Sonia Delaunay and
Eva Hesse.
Women artists are as glowing
and varied as their creations, and
in her presentation, Stephens will
be illustrating the richness of
their contributions across the
tapestry that is art.
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Charlie HiJJ·entertaifls crovvd
By Linda Kinter

He always wanted to be a
comedian--ever since he was a
child and saw his favorites on
· television.
"It looked like fun," he said.
"What I didn't
know
was that it's
'
.
also a lot of work ."
He's Charlie Hill, an Oneida
Indian from Wisconsin, and an
up-and-coming comedian.
Hill performed before a fairly
large audience of students in
Showalter Auditoriunr Friday as
part of the Indian Awareness
Week festivities. If you missed
him, then you missed something
good.
His repertoire largely consists
of ethnic jokes observing the
eternal typecasting and miscast-

ing of the Native American in old
movies and radio shows .
Indians have no expressions or
feelings in the old movies now
shown on late night or weekend
television, Hill said. Nor do they
have a vocabulary. All they do is
grunt and look fierce.
"And what about those cast as
Indians," he asked. "Chuck Connors played an Apache. He's six
foot two, has blue eyes and brown
hair."
Speaking of big league mascots, Hill observed that there,
were the Braves, the Chiefs, the
Redskins and the Bulls.
"Why not the Washington
White Boys or the Kansas Caucasians?" he asked.
Offending people with his jokes

does not worry Hill. At one time it
did, but he says he 's learned
something from it.
"People who are offended by
the jokes are really only offended
by themselves, " he said.
Hill admitted that he even gets
material from the hostile crowds
he 's sometimes had to face .
"Actually," he said, "hostile to
me means violent. To laugh is to
communicate. You can laugh
with instead of at."
Hill often works his routines at
the Comedy Store in Los Angeles
where he now lives. Many wouldbe and now famous comedians
started there, Hill said, including
such comics as Jimmy Walker
and. Robin Williams.

Being a comedian is like going
to work in the morning, 11 he said.
"If you wake up in a bad mood ,
you 're going to have a bad day.
It's the same way on stage. If
you 're in a bad mood and trying
to be funny, then it's not honest.
People get on top of you .
"It's like being an athlete," he
added. "You have to get 'up' for
it."
Hill has also had exposure on
such television programs as
Merv Griffin, Johnny Carson and
Mike Douglas. But he prefers
stage because he says television
is restricting.
"What you see of Robin Williams on 'Mork and Mindy ' is
only one-third of what he can

really do, 11 Hill said.
Hill plays mostly colleges with
his routine. Hill likes small
crowds because "small groups
can be more intimate, " he said.
"I like working for an Indian
audience, " he said during his act.
" I don't go snow blind."
Hill has appeared at Eastern
before . The first time about five
years ago when he came with a
theatre group. He was also here
last year.
Hill plans to record an album,
due to be released in the fall .
Also appearing with him at the
start of the program were the
Carlson Singers . This Spokanebased group entertained the audience with Native American
songs.

Nursing opportunities open
The Army ROTC unit at Eastern Washington University offers
a way for men and women
interested in a .career in nursing
to join the Army Nurse Corps
upon graduation.
Students who enroll in Army
ROTC while at Eastern will
receive a commission of second
lieutenant upon graduation and
will be classified as clinical nurses, according to Lt. Col. Tom
Coonelly, professor of military
science at Eastern .
Clinical nurses serve in first
level nursing positions in Army
hospitals or health care facilities .
Currently seven ROTC cadets
are pursuing nursing studies
either on campus or at the Intercollegiate Center for Nursing
Education in Spokane, according
to Coonelly .
" There are a number of benefits available to students who
enroll in Army ROTC," Coonelly
said . "Cadets who enroll in the
advanced courses receive up to
$1000 in living allowances for
each of the last two years. They
are also paid for attending the
basic camp of the two-year program and the advanced camp
which is normally held during the
summer between their junior and
senior years."
Army ROTC also offers a two,
three and four-year full tuition

CampusSafety ·
l\pril 3, 1979, 2 a.m.-Report of an
elevator stuck between the seventh and eighth floors of Dressler
Dorm. Some unknown culprits ·
had the ·door to the elevator open
between floors. The Physical
Plant was notified to make repaii:s..
Aprli 5, 197ft, 2 p.m.-Mike Lavelle, Pearce Hall, reported the
theft of his parking decal from his
vehicle.
r
6: li~ p.m.--Rose Dickinson,
Cheney, while riding a bicycle
down Washington Street, was hit
by a · vehicle in the area of the
crosswalk by the Phase building.
She received head and side injuries and was transported to the
medical center.
Cheney Police
April 5, . 1979, midnight-Diana
Patillo, Medical Lake, reported
an attempt to steal steaks from
the kitchen area of the Fireside
Restaurant. An arrest was made.

scholarships. These scholarships
pay lab fees and certain educational expenses and provide a
living allowance of up to $1 ,000
for each school year the scholarship is effective .
All cadets who successfully
complete the ROTC program
receive a commission as a second
lieutenant upon graduation . All
incur some military obligation,
according to Coonelly. Scholarship cadets must accept a commission in the regular army if it
is offered and serve four years on
active duty and two years in the
Reserve .
Depending upon the requirements of the active army at the

time of commissioning, nonscholarship cadets may spend
three years on active duty while
some ROTC graduates may volunteer or are chosen to serve with
the Reserve components. Their
military obligation is spent in the
Army National Guard or Army
Reserve after a short period on
active duty, lasting from three to
six months, to attend an officer
basic training course.
"There's another benefit of
Army ROTC training," Coonelly
said "which students find invaluable ; that's the leadership and
management training they receive in ROTC . You can't put a
price tag on that kind of trai~ing,
whether a student is seeking a
career as either military or civilian nurse."

GOP club wins awards
Eastern's Young Republican
Club received two top awards at
the 1979 state convention held in
Olympia last weekend.
The awards, college club of the
year and Young Republican club
of the year, are the two highest
honors a chapter can receive,
said John Dupuis, state college
republican president and an
Eastern student.
Dupuis said it is unusual for one

1:15 a.m.-John Doe eported
unknown persons at · 6th and G

streets had attached the head of a
·pigeon to their car antenna, .Subjects are also throwing eggs off
their roof. Pigeon was re.moved
from ~ntenna.
April 7, 12:15 a.m.-Jane Doe reported several subjects were
spray painting the center water
tower at North. 10th St. across
from ·Streeter and Morrison
dorms. Police contacted the three
subjects at thatlocation. Subjects
will l;>e referred to the City Prosecutor.
'
9:15 a.m.-Jon Eagleton, Taco
Time manager, reported a theft
of plants from between the hours
of 2:30 a.m. and 5:30 a.m. They
were valued at $38,00
April 8, 12:24 a.m.-Keith Bare,
· Cheney, reported unknown person (s) attempted to remove his
mag wheels from his car while it
was parked at the Elegant Egg
between the hours of 5 p.m . and
11:30 p.m.

chapter to receive both awards at
the same time.
At the convention, Dupuis was
elected state vice president of the ·
Washington young republican
federation .
Jerry King, EWU's chapter
president, was elected state vice
chairman of the eastern region
and John Mostoller, an Eastern
chapter member, was elected 5th
congressional district director
for the federation.
Dupuis said workshops, seminars, elections and an awards
banquet highlighted the meeting .
Also, several guest speakers of
the GOP party were at the convention .

Hossein Moini photo

Proud heritage
Dressed in traditional ceremonial re~alia! this EWU Native American
student takes part in the Grand Pow-Wow held last weekend as a part
of Indian Awareness Week festivities.
Catalog of unique, nostalgic, and
specialty items--many Collectqr
Items with good investment possibilities. Items include: coins,
stamps, antiques, artwork, comic
books, old records, old magazines,
old photos, books, buttons, and
many others. Send 50' (deductible
with first order) to: Frank Louis,
P. 0. Box 548, Allwood Station,
Clifton, New Jersey 07012.

OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, Etc. All
Fields, $500-$1,200 monthly. Expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free information - Write: IJC, Box 52-33,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
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here, toke it
what is it?
a pencil, hold it in your hand
boy, it sure is heavy
I know
and awkward, I never knew it was so awkward
yes, ii really is
how come such a small object is so heavy and awkward?
well, I think it's called responsiblily

EDWARD HUDSON
Third Place

Out of revenge,
the vulture of birth
skim s the surface of life
searching for prey.
Crying out in fal se hunger,
It annihilates the orb of protection
surrounding consciousness .
Swoopi ng in to pe ck and p ick
at my 'brains,
it savagely tears my heart out,
then triumphantly wings away
clutching it w ith talons of steel.
Left to self device,
gathering scattered bits of freedom,
I stumble and foll.
Only to be upright again,
to carry on until the next siege
on my soul.
DEBORAH BOWLING
Second Place

Peaceful retreat

JOHN PEARSON, Second Place

An array of talent

I con remember being
only friends
for it was important
you know
not lo let the leasing
be truth
so we'll be friends
only friends
And we will take walks
confiding in
one another's secrets
expressing emotion through
smiles
smile for we are friends
and we won't let it change
You'll become popular
with boys
showing charms well planned
I'll see a few girls
we'll tell each other our
affair stories
friends should
you know
when you're only friends
And if they should tease
unmercifully
we know they are wrong
you'll remain my friend
I'll go with mine
leaving you lo yours
friends always do
they say
how important ii is
what they say
I give th is poem
to you
for friends could exchange ·
emotions
if they said so
colt it a
smile.

Winter images

TODD WALKER, Flnt Place

DAVID ELLIOT)'
Honorable Mention

T.J. LEE, Third Place

Misty morning

I wandered once through empty rooms

Of shattered dreams undone too soon
A flichering shadow on the wall
Led me to o darkened hall
Remembrance.

Rain falls at slow intervols,-<limpling thlf river's face,
fish kiss the surface from underneath, eyeing the sky.
The dock seems to fl.oat, moored deep some yards from an island·
a mile from shore that looks back on_a city;
.
.
'
d~~ert that l~ys straight a highway cross country.
Srttrng here like castaways, boards nailed, and splintered,
woler ·ripples, rocks, mocking our non-movement
I pull my wet hair away from my face,
shoulder what is left of the sun.
We seem like Huck and Jim,
o case of beer, and a collection of ends fished from the water
you wove o stowaway tumbleweed at passing speed boots; '
I master mind the story of our voyage,
relating it to you as we go along,-White water, high spirits.

And then I felt o flashing pain
Piercing through my now numbed brain
A splash of color, muffled cries
And then a darkness on my eyes
Confusion.

JUDY MCELROY

First Place

a

I felt tingling from within
From skull to spine to prickly skin
Trembling muscles, chilling bones
but for my mind I was alone
Silence.
Before me there an altar stood
Made of polished glass and wood
A sleeping child, -nativity
A glimpse of lost reality
Renewal.
Moonbeams shining from above
Telepathic words of love
Cherished moments wander free
In the realm of memory
Enchantment.
In this calm cind peaceful state
I now could think and then relate
Everything that was within
To who.J am and where I've been
Nirvana.
Was this just a fleeting thought
To be felt and then forgot
No, say ·I, for what is real
Is what we think and what we feel.
Fulfillment.
JIM BROWNE
Honorable MenUon

Down and out

LEE HIRSCHEL, Honorable Mention .

/
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Gallery
Student plays slated
" A Spring Outing," a unique
collection of student written and
directed works will be produced
by Eastern Washington University Theatre in April and May .
" The Wager," a 3-act modern
dra ma by Mark Medoff, will be
the first offering. Directed by
Eastern drama student Shira
Williams, it will be presented in
an informal setting in the multipurpose room of the Pence Union
Building on campus. The setting
not recommended for children.
Performance dates are Sunday,
April 22, Monday , April 23, Tuesday, April 24 at 7 p.m . and a 2
p.m. matinee, Thursday, April
26.

Also included in "A Spring
Outing" are two one-acts written
by Eastern drama student Ward
Turner, and directed by Connie

Haun, also a drama student at
Eastern. The first , "It's Christmas," is a play about a family 's
conflict during the holidays.
Next on the bill is "The Shocking Affair of the Dutch Steamship
Friesland," an original Sherlock
Holmes story based on the wellknown characters. It will be produced as a representation of any
early 1940s radio show complete
with announcers and sound effects personnel. The setting will
be a radio ·studio with the theatre
audience providing the studio
audience.
Both one-acts will be billed as
"Two by Turner" and may be
seen each Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday from May 3 through
May 19. Showtime wiJI be 8 p.m.
each evening at the University
Theatre.

Benson on stage
The ASWSU entertainment committee is proud to present GEORGE
BENSON, with his guest, SEA WIND, on Monday, April 16, at 9:30 p.m.
in the Performing Arts Coliseum. Tickets are $6 and $7 and may be
purchased at the PUB information desk and all M & M outlets.
_._.,.._..r/Y'r/'WY\,MNWY\iMNWY.MNW....MN'J'tJ....,I\AAl'\AJ"-"-
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LUNCHEON MENU
Thurs., April 12:
Fri., April 13:

Sat., April 14:
Sun., April 15:
Mond., April 16:

Tues., April 17:
Wed., April 18:

Lentil Soup, Turkey Tetrazzini, Tamales, Egg Salad Bowl
Beef Noodle Soup, Pizza, Cheese
Souffle with Mushroom Sauce, Turkey Salad Bowl
Brunch
Brunch
Cream of Potato Soup, Beef Burritos, Lasagna, Fruit Salad Bowl
with Pumpkin Bowl
Navy Bean Soup, Hamburgers, Beef
with Noodles, Tuna Salad Bowl
Vegetable Soup, Poor Boys, Creole
Spaghetti, Savory Cheese Salad

Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for
10 lunches for $13.50 or $2.96 per day.

From "Jaws" lo "Star Wars." Movie score composer John Williams has chalked up many impressive
movies on his way to "Superman," for which he won a nomination but no Oscar.

Composing - his way of life
As Williams tells it, "Having
done " Jaws" for Stephen Spielberg a few years ago, and as a
result of my friendship and working relationship with him , I met
George Lucas who directed "Star
Wars. "
" George was looking for a
composer for his film and Spielberg recommended me," Williams added. "It was. a little
funny because immediately after
"Stars Wars" Spielberg called
me again to do "Close Encounters."
Concerning his next assignment, Willliams said, "I did
''Superman" because the director, Richard Donner, asked me to
do it based on his enthusiasm for
the music in "Star Wars ." It was
kind of a natural step, in his
mind, to ask me to do "Superman ." I was immensely flattered ."
In writing the score for a
particular movie, Williams tries
to do what he thinks is right for

John Williams is one of the premier composers and conductors
in the film industry . His soundtrack credits include films such
as " Jaws," " Star Wars," " Close
Encounters of the Third Kind ,"
and his most recent achievement
"Superman : The Movie," for
which he was nominated an
Academy Award .
His approach to films is spontaneously creative, and he makes
the music as integral to the movie
as the picture itself.
Williams' father, who is now
retired, was a member of the CBS
orchestra _in New York and the
Columbia Pictures orchestra in
California.
" As a result of his being a
musician, I grew up surrounded
by musicians and started taking
piano lessons seriously when I
was about seven years old," explained Williams.
" I intended to be a concert
pianist and studied at UCLA and
Juliard before moving permanently to California in 1955. I
composed music as a student, but
I never thought I would compose
a film soundtrack ."
Williams said that the idea of
composing for films had never
occurred to him before he settled
in California . But needing work,
he landed jobs in various studio
orchestras .
" I auditioned for several nowfamous conductors who did films
in those days," said Williams.
"So at the age of 23, I was
working as a staff pianist at a
couple of studios like Twentieth
Century Fox , Warner Brothers
and Columbia ."
For Williams, it was a natural
progression from being a pianist
in studio orchestras to doing
orchestration for some of the
great film composers that he
came to know through his work .
Finally he was given the opportunity to compose for films
himself. His list of early accomplishments include " How To Steal
A Million, " "Fiddler on the
Roof," and a series of disaster
films, "Earthquake," "Towering
Inferno, " "The Poseidon Adventure" and " Jaws .''
Having received · an Oscar for
his adaptation of the " Fiddler on
the Roof" score, and the original
music in "Jaws, " Williams was
given the chance to compose
mus ic for one of the biggest film
SUf Cesses of our time-- "Star
Wars."
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each individual film . This is the
technique he used on his latest
accomplishment, "Superman."
Explains Williams, " After an
initial screening of the film , I
decided that the best approach
would be to have three major
themes : one for the dramatic
flying sequences, another for the
futuristic planet Krypton and yet
a third a? a love theme for Lois
Lane and Clark Kent/Superman. "
According to Williams, it was a
very demanding "seven-dayweek-over-a-couple-of-months''
kind of job.
In his final diagnosis of the resulting score, Williams seems
very pleased with the results.
"It's fairly straight forward .
The spirit of it all is fun, and as a
result, it was a joy to do from a
musician's point of view," said
Williams . "Trumpets and cymbals and the idea of capes flaring; nothing could be more fun
than that. "

E·n tertainrnent briefs
Wanrow benefit slated
The public is invited to join in a
benefit production for Yvonne
Wanrow, Saturday, April 14 . al 7
p.m . in Hughes Auditorium, Gonzaga University .
Floyd Westerman, a nationally
prominent Indian balladeer, who
sings the "soul of the American
Indian in its Renaissance," Max
Gail , the remarkable " Wojo"-star of T.V. 's Barney Miller,
Charlie Hill , the familiar come-

dian , Teresa Shaffer, a local
country singer and F .P . Glenn, a
noted trial attorney from Los
Angeles , as well as members of
the local clergy will be contributing their time and talents.
Donation is $3.
Tickets are available at the
Spokane Peace and Justice Center, E . 224 Sharp, Spokane, Wa .,
or call 327-8913 for more information .

Ceramics on display
Ceramics and drawings of
graduate student Jeff Cole are on
display through April 20 in the
Pence Union Galley on the EWU
campus. Gallery hours are between noon and 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday .
Cole, who teaches part time at

Eastern, specialized in raku clay
work, which he describes as the
rarer of the two most common
ceramic art forms. He has studied clay bodies, glazes and firing
techniques related to raku, a
traditional Japanese firing
method .

Recitals changed
A senior student recital previously scheduled for performance April 10 at 8 p.m . in Eastern
Washington University's music
recital hall has been postponed
until May 11.
Jennifer Smith, a senior at
EWU studying viola , will present
her program on the later dale
- ~

because of conflicting time
schedules of her piano accompanist, a music department spokeswoman said .
The previously scheduled May
11 percussion recital by EWU
junior Glen Gurnard--also slated
for the -recital hall--has been
canceled .
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Watering holes

Across the line
By Betty Buckley

People under 21 today are often confined to loud discos with dingy
bars a nd poor service. Washington State Law decrees that no minor
may enjoy a glass of wine with dinner or a relaxing beer with his
fri ends. For those of you who wish you could partake of these things ,
Coeur d'Alene has a wide selection of places well worth visiting .
Although most people would tell you not to miss going to the
Rathskeller Inn, the truth is you could stay at the State Line and do
_much better. This place can truly be classified as a dive.
If you want good disco and better drinks, try Peabody's at the south
end of Sherman Ave . or Cotton's Club in Hayden Lake. Both places are
rea lly rolling on Wednes day nights with live music and 2 for l drinks .
Down at Cotton's you 'll find name bands such as this week's feature
group, Burgandy Express.
The Holiday Inn has long been known for its 2 for 1 nights, and once
you've been there you'll wonder why. The snacks they offer consist of
a few sweet 'n sour cocktail franks and the drinks are limited to beer
and wine. On Wilted Wednesdays, ladies can buy drinks for a quarter,
but the usual drinks aren't even worth that. Considering that Cotton's
is just a few minutes drive away, the Holiday Inn isn't worth bothering
with.
Down a few stone steps and behind a massive wooden door, you'll
find one of the most pleasant surprises in town. The Fore 'n Aft, across
the parking lot from the Northshore, features such spectacular drinks
as a 16 oz. margarita iceberg for $2.50 and Smith 'n Kearns with real
ice cream. Also recommended are their giant strawberry daiquiries
pina coladas, and their own specialty, a strawberry margarita . Enjoy
lounging in their plush love seats, some of which are situated around a
roaring fire . Unfortunately, there's nothing roaring nor hot about their
live entertainment, but nonetheless, the Fore 'n Aft is a great place to
chat with friends over a special drink or a cold beer.
Back across the parking lot in the city's best hotel, the Northshore
Inn offers a great dining area and one of the nicest lounges. La Catina,
featuring fabulous Tequila Tuesdays and Tropical Thursdays, is
located on the main floor to the right of the front doors. The soft music
is good for setting a romantic mood before you take the elevator to the
top floor and enter the world of Cloud 9. Dinners here range from $6.50
to $12 or more for lobster and steak, but the atmosphere is worth much
more. Overlooking Lake Coeur d'Alene in a truly classy restaurant,
you'll wish to spend hours lingering over their better-than-average ·
dinners.
Much has been said about the Cedars. Floating atop Lake Coeur
d'Alene, its food and atmosphere are equal to if not better than that
found. in Cloud 9. But sadly, the poor service may detract from the
nautical decor and excellent seafood. Be prepared to settle back and
wait.
If you've spent all your money in the city's many lounges and can't
afford an expensive dinner, drive up to the north end of Sherman Ave.
Housed in a plush, split-level building is Breezy's, serving some of the
best pizza anywhere.
No trip to Coeur d'Alene is complete without a ::.top at the Ironhorse.
This restaurant is most famous for its "Derailers," a huge rum and
fruit juice drink served in a pitcher with extra long straws. On Friday
and Saturday nights, you can also enjoy their seafood buffet for $6.95
per person. ·
As you can see, being 21 is no longer a prerequisite for enjoying a
more refined night out. Coeur d'Alene has something for every age
an.d is more than worth the drive.

"Act II" entertaining
An unusual and entertaining
collection of five dance sequences
entitled "Act II (The Dance)"
that is well worth seeing opened
at the EWU Theatre April 5.
Choreographed by Linda Lincoln, Leonard J. Fowler and Edie
Bucklin, the program features
ballet, modern, and jazz dancing.
Each sequence relates a story
or narrative. One sequence, for
example, tells the mythical story
of Icarus and his attempted
escape from prison. "Undersea,"
the most complex and richly
performed of the sequences, tells
of four sailors' descent into a
bizarre world under the sea.
"Act II" features many strong
performances. but one of its most

notable dancers is Alan Spaulding. Spaulding, who gave a brilliant performance in "The Importance of Being Ernest" last
month, once again shows total
ease and professionalism in his
performing. He is consistantly
amazing to watch and fortunately
he is included in all five sequences.
Other especially strong performers include Marita Brown .
and Kirk Delong.
Once again, the University
theatre is offering free quality
entertainment to students with
EWU identification. All other
tickets are $3 and it has been
requested that children under six
not attend.

Rostkoski to perform
David Rostkoski, professor of
music at Eastern Washington
University will present a piano
recital featuring the music of
Beethoven, Chopin and Szymanowski Thursday, April 19, at 8
p.m. in the Opera House Music
Room.
Rostkoski has studied extensively the music styles of Polishborn composers Frederic Chopin
and Karol Szymanowski, and will
travel to Poland this September
to lecture and perform in the

Festival of Polish Music .
His Spokane recital is the third
of the St. Cecilia's Band music
series, sponsored by EWU's Artist and Lectures Committee.
An EWU alumni reception is
scheduled immediately following
the performance.
Tickets will be on sale at the
door, with special discounts for
alumni, families, and senior citizens. EWU students will be admitted free with identification
and recital credit given.

Julie Severson and Valerie Goldberg of Spokane's Civic Theatre will play two zany sisters in the murder
mystery "Ladies in Retirement," opening Friday, April 13. The curtain goes up at 8 p.m. Tickets are
available at the box office for $4.

At Civic Theater

Murder mystery opens
A good old fashioned chillerthriller opens Friday at 8 p.m . at
the Spokane Civic Theatre, N 1020
Howard.
" Ladies in Retirement,"
A
tense murder drama, is a suspenseful production guaranteed
to keep spectators glued lo their
seats. Not only mystery fans but
those interested in psychiatry
and similar fields will find a
special appeal in this play .
First produced in London in
December, 1939, "Ladies in Retirement" opened in New York in
March of the following year.
Columbia Pictures subsequently
produced a film of the same
name starring Ida Lupino and
Louis Hayward.
It is a story based on an actual
'incident in France during the mid

18805 when a woman employed as
a companion-housekeeper murdered her benefactress and
buried the body in a dahlia bed.
As the audience knows the identity of the murderess from the
first curtain, the play is not so
much of a "who-dun-it"
but

rather a "how-it-was-done."
" Ladies in Retirement" opens
tomorrow , and runs each Thursday , Friday and Saturda y
through May 5. Curtain time each
evening is 8 o'clock. Cost is $4,
with student tickets priced at
$2.50.

Quintet plays tonight
Tamarack Woodwind Quintet
will appear in performance at 8
tonight in the Music Building
Recital Hall at Eastern.
The group, in-residence at
EWU, includes music faculty and
Spokane Symphony members
Curtis Coffee, flute ; Virginia
Jones, clarinet; Gary Plowman,

oboe ; Wendall Exline, French
horn ; and Wendal Jones, bassoon .
The program will feature
'Skizzen, " by Jan Bach
Tonight's program is the final
campus concert for the quintet
for the academic year, and is
open to the public .

On Campus

Today-April 20
Today

EXHIBIT: Ken Little ; Art Gallery, Department of Art.
EXHIBIT: Photography of Paul Berger ; Photography Gallery, Department of Art .
WORKSHOP: "Spinning and Dyeing," by Marilyn Elliot, 12 p.m .-5 p.m .; Women's

Center.
ON STAGE: Tamarack Woodwind Quintet, 8 p.m. ; Music Building Recital Hall.
ON STAGE: Act II (The Dance), showing at 8 p.m . every Thursday, Friday, and

April 14
April 15
April 16
April 18

Saturday through April 21. Call 359-2825 for reservations.
CHILDREN'S MATINEE: "Napolean & Samantha, " 2 p.m . ; PUB .
MOVIE : "House Calls," 7 p.m . ; PUB .
MOVIE: "House Calls," 2 p.m . and 7 p.m .; PUB .
A.S. LEGISLATURE: 3 p.m .; PUB Council Chambers.
WORKSHOP: Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics, 6 p.m.-10 p.m.; PUB 3-B.
PROGRAM: " Women and Art History," noon; Women 's Center.
MOVIE: "Billy Jack," 2 p.m . and 7 p.m .; PUB.
RECITAL : Organ music from the students of Sylvia Oscio, Philippines, 3 p .m .; Music
Building Recital Hall .
In Concert

April 15
April 16
AprU 20
May6

DOOBIE BROTHERS: 9 p.m .; WSU Pt:rforming Arts Coliseum. Tickets are on sale at
the PUB information desk.
SUPERTRAMP: 8 p.m. in the Spokane Coliseum . Tickets are $7, $7.50.
GEORGE BENSON: 9:30 p.m . in the WSU Performing Arts Coliseum. Tickets are $6,
$7 at the PUB information desk.
GRAND OLE OPRY SPECTACULAR: Tickets are $10, $9, $8 for the 7 p .m . show in the
Spokane Coliseum .
YES: 8 p.m . in the Spokane Coliseum. Tickets are $10, $9, $8.

I
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Calculators add up to bargain
With millions of America's college students spending over $120
million each year on hand-held
calculators, the silicon chip wonders have become a major educational tool.
Calculators that used to cost
$1 ,600 a decade ago now retail for
less than $10, Business Week
magazine reported. And the market 's explosive . growth has
" transformed a three-ton ,
$200,000 computer of 23 years ago
to a 12-ounce, hand-held unit
priced at $300 today ."

he's through writing it, he should
have memorized the equation."
Programmable calculators
may be nice, but Blumer advises
undergraduate students to buy
units which " fit to your own
personal needs. Some want to get
off as cheap as they can, some
want prestige."

He suggests that the basic fourfunction calculator costing under
$10 is usually adequate for a
business major or for personal
use, but would be inadequate for
a student taking upper-level
science or engineering courses.
Business calculators may be
needed for figuring inventory-

Even with a wide range of
models more financially accesible to students, three criteria
should be taken into account
when choosing a calculator: personal needs, the unit's power
source and the manufacturer's
warranty.
The most expensive units-the
programmable models-are like
mini-computers, says David Blumer , a research chemist who
earned his doctorate as a teaching assistant at the University of
Illinois .
A student, however , must write
a program to solve a problem
Rlumer claims, and " by the tim e

Fashion Head-lines
New! From France!

"THE FRENCH DIMENSION"
• HEAD-CONVERSION KITS•
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Each Kit contains .
-one flesh -like rubber cone that stretches comfort ably over
your head
-one light weight foam " brain " insert (to keep you r head
erect and firm)
-one sensor ring (for those irt1mate evening s at home)
-one cosmetic cone -coloring kit (to match your own s kin
color)
To order send check or m.o . for $6 .95 + $1 00 postage and
handling to:

" The French Dimemion ··
703 Industrial Bank Bldg
Providence . R I 0290 3 ,
Pl ease in c lud e h ea d c ircumf ere nce in inch es
Nol .wailahl e 1n s tor es a n y wh e r e '

Tex.

Bonfield adds that studies by
his company show more college
students buying "professional
and scientific calculators with
memories, statistical functions,
trendlines, etc."
This trend is due to "increased awareness of the capabilities
of calculators and how they can
be applied to class work," he
says. Blumer basically agrees
· with his assessment, but says,
"often it's just a status symbol"
to have a more complicated
calculator.
A common problem which plagues students during exams is
batteries which die, Blumer says.
Carbon batteries are notable for
this, and he doesn't recommend
them .
Sally Browne, director of consumer affairs in the Electronics
Industry Association in Washington, D.C. suggests checking

the power source before purchasing a calculator. "If a machine is going to be used often,
consider a more expensive, rechargable battery with a DC
adaptor for household current, at
opposed to disposable batteries
which must be replaced and end
up costing more.
Browne also advises students
to shop not only for price, quality
and number of functions, but also
warranty. "Find out whether it is
an American or foreign manufacturer, or at least whether
there is a repair center in the
United States," she says.
But be sure to comparison
shop, Browne concludes: "Try it
out, test the calculator by working problems on it. U you don't
know how to operate certain functions, read the instruction manual, and then ask a salesperson if
you don't understand. Instruction
manuals should be clear. The
display panel should be easy to
read, keys easy ~o hit, and the
size comfortable."
Copyright-Collegiate Consumer
Reporting Service

Looking for summer work?
Take a look at these tips
Looking for a summer job?
While there are more summer
jobs this year , even more people
are looking for positions, says
Ba rbara O'Brien, editor of the
'' 1979 Summer Employment
Directory of the United States"

I .,hulou, I rJn~""
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control, calculating capital budgets, forecasting market shares,
and a variety of "financial analysis" operations, according to
Peter Bonfield, division manager
. of professional calculators for
Texas Instruments in Lubbock,

Getting a summer job often
depends on learning the special
things summer employers look
for in a job candidate, O'Brien
says . " You're in a better competiti ve position for a summer
job if you know in advance what
your intervi ewer wa nts to hear,
or what a n employer would like to
read in a letter of application ."
She compiled the following list
while survey ing the employers
who seek summ er workers.
I . Summer ca mps, for example,
wa nt people with leadership persona lities. Be attentive in a persona l interview . Show energy and
enthu s ias m . Asking questions

Willow Springs Magazine 3
The Literary Guild of Eastern Washington University
is proud to announce the arrival of the third -issue of
Willow Springs Magazine.
Willow Springs Magazine 3 contains contemporary
poetry, fiction and a special interview with Ruben Trejo,
accompanied by examples of his sculpture as photographed by Robert Uoyd.
Student Price - $1.00

ON SAlE NOW AT THE PUB

shows you're interested.
2. Places like dude ranches and
national parks hire people who
look and act healthy . Be carefµl
about your appearance in a personal interview . Stand up
straight and don 't slouch .
3. When you apply for a summer
job by mail, watch your presentation , not only appearance (of
course, you should type neatly )
but a lso content. Don't say, "I
want to spend the summer in
Maine.'' The employer will think
you care more about the scenery
than about his summer theater.
4. When you get an application
blank in the mail from an employer , respond immediately,
and fill out the form completely.
Employees are looking for people
who get the job done fast and
thoroughly .
5. Don't apply for a job if you
can 't stay for the whole season.

Employers expect you to keep
your contract commitments .
6. If you have good speech and
communication skills and an outgoing personality , you 'll have a
better chance in a summer job
interview. An articulate person
has a definite edge over someone
who's more reserved and shy .
7. U you want a high-paying
position in an expensive resort,
you must bring some professionalism to the job. That means
experience in a similar job.and it
also means a professional
attitude.
8. Think of yourself as a product.
What can you do? Who could use
your skills, your experience
(babysitting, newspaper routes,
work on school papers, school
plays, church work) and your
enthusiasm . Package yourself
appropriately , with a wellwritten resume , and market
yourself systematically.

Geology students
head to Nevada
A group of EWU geology students will leave Sunday for a
Nevada field camp that will last
the duration of spring quarter,
according to department chairman Ernest H. Gilmour .
The purpose of the excursion, a
requirement of all geology majors and led by professors Gilmour and Eugene P . Kiver, is to
expand the student's knowledge
of regional geology, and to apply
learned field mapping techniques . ·
In preparation for the trip,
students have been enrolled in a
three-week field methods class in
the Cheney area, instructed by
Professor Felix E . Mutschler, Instruction on clothing, equipment
and required vaccinations have
also been given to individuals
participating.
Most of the planned investiga-

lions will be undertaken near
Lake Mead in southern Nevada,
with additional side trips to re- ·
gions of Utah, Arizona and Death
Valley, Calif.
Early on in the camp, students
will reside in small apartmentlike structures, a'nd later live on
primitive campgrounds. In addition, individuals will also be responsible for their own cooking
and laundry needs .
·
The daily schedule of students,
primarily graduating seniors,
breaks down to early breakfasts,
day-long field work, and the preparation of maps and reports
during evening hours. Seven-day
work weeks are planned, with
full or half-days off to accomplish
personal duties and sight-seeing.
Staff and students are scheduled to return to Cheney May 'l:l , in
time for spring commencement
exercises.

•
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Club.involvement offers
a variety··::o f e:xperiences
,.

By Linda Kinler

Student involvement in any one
of Eastern's numerous clubs or
commi ttees can mean experience, per sona l pleasure, intellectual stimula tion or even advantages in the ever competitive
area of job hun ting.
The main problem , however, is
that most Eastern students don 't
even know that ma ny of these
organizations exist.
Kenn Kassman, administrative
assistant to the A.S., is working to
solve that problem.
Kassman is currently developing a brochure of all clubs and
organizations on campus. The
brochure would, in a few words,
describe a club or committee, its
purpose, and the name and telephone number of the club chairman. It would also give a structurP. chart of all student, faculty
and administrative governments
on campus.
" The clubs are for anyone
interested in anything," Kassman said. "There are also committees for people in almost any
major from business to journalism to psychology.
Jody Caprye photo
Neil McCuddin and a club member give an active demonstration of a
judo movement as other members look on.

Judo Rle• bers
•

•

gain .experience
You don't have to go all the way
to Japan to see a good display of
judo. Not when Eastern has its
own club right here on campus.
"We're working towards having a really good judo program at
Eastern for people who want to
learn the sport, stay in shape and
have a good time," said Mark
Colby, head instructor for the
club.
Colby said some people tend to
confuse judo, karate, kung fu ,
and jiu jitsu. In 1877, a Japanese
man named Jigoro Kano wanted
to develop a sport like jiu jitsu but
without the violent moves associated with jiu jitsu. He is responsible for creating what is known
as judo.
Although judo is a fairly new
entry into the world of martial
arts, most of the moves are
thousands of years old.
Neil McCuddin, guest instructor, said the idea behind judo is to
get a lot done with little effort.
" You don 't have to be a jock to
do judo," he said.
Colby said having prior experience in judo is not a prerequisite for joining the club. He added
that there are no fees for the judo
club.

" We have a mixture of both
oeginning and advanced members in the club. Some of our
members are also planning to
take the judo class being offered
by the physical education department next fall," he said.
Colby said some club members
compete in area judo competitions. Colby and McCuddin, both
accomplished black belt judo
artists, will be competing in the
senior national championships in
San Francisco later this year.
At the Montana Open Championships held in Columbia Falls,
Mont. , last month, two judo club
members placed high in competition. Colby won first place in the
heavyweight black belt class and
Craig Foster took a second in the
heavyweight white belt class.
Currently, the judo club has
about 15 members, of which five
are women. For more information on the club, call Colby at
359-2508 or attend one of the
meetings on Tuesday and Thursday from 7 to 8 :30 p.m. in the
wrestling room at the Phase.
Colby encourages everyone to
join. "It's really fun and a good
way to relax ."

Lisk wins award
Eastern Washington University student Roger M. Lisk
has been selected to receive the
George C. Marshall ROTC Award
at EWU.
The award is jointly sponsored
by the U.S. Army and the George
C. Marshall Research Foundation in Lexington, Va .
Lisk entered Eastern as a fouryear ROTC scholarship recipient
and will gradu~te in June 1979,
with a Bachelor of Science Degree in personnel ~anagement.

While a student at Eastern,
Lisk became airborne qualified
by attending the U.S. Army Parachute School, Fort Benning, Ga .
Upon graduation, Lisk will belin four years active duty as a
,econd lieutenant in the U.S.
Army Medical Service Corps
with intitial assignment to the
Officers Basic Course at Fort
Sam Houston, San Antonio, Tex.
He graduated from East Valley
High School in Yakima in 1975.

Involvement in a committee or
club can also aid in the business
of job hunting, Kassman said.
" Experience is a top factor in
hiring practices," he said. " A
sui vey of representatives showed
that extra participation in a
person's major counts in job
evaluation. "
At one time, Eastern had 53
clubs and 38 commitees and
organizations. But time and student apathy has dimished many

.

of these clubs and organizations
to names on a list.
Kassman has been working to
update that list since he took
office Feb. 1. He has written to
club chairmen and fac ulty members to fi nd out whether their
orga niza tions a re still active .
Kassma n sees another problem
m the student a pathy a nd the idea
of committees being essentially
powerless.

Kenn Kassman

"People think that committees
have no real power or authority, "
he said , " but student government
on campus control $1 million in
funds. Through the Student Union
Board of Control, the PUB is
operated as are the movies,
offices, and so forth ."
There is also the Departmentally Related Budget Committee,
staffed mostly by students who
play a major role as a voice on
campus .
'' Student government was
more powerful 10 years ago, but
through apathy they lost that

power. Student government once
controlled the entire athletics
budget clear down to the purchas·ng of helmets and footballs. Now
they 've set up an Athletic Budget
Committee to take care of that. "
People have the notion that
com mi ttees or clubs take up a
great deal of time, Kassman added . As a rule of thum b, most
meet only a bout once a month.
"Students who complain a bout
how the school is operated should
join a cl ub or committee. They
could become a powerful fac tion
and stop what they don 't like," he
said . " It's time they realized
this."
Kassman acknowledges that
part of the lack of student participation in organizations is not the
fault of the students.
" They didn 't know about a lot
of these clubs and committees, "
he said . " My job is to make them
aware. "
Students wishing to start a club
need only a constitution and a list
of officers, according to Kassman. The list and constitution are
then brought before the A.S.
•Legislature for recogni tion .
For committees, all tha t's
needed is a group of concerned
students .
" You don 't even need a constitution, but you do need guidelines," he said.
" I hope to see a resurgence of
student interest in clubs and
committees," he added. " Get out
and get active. It's a great way to
meet people. It's also valuable
for gaining knowledge and experience."

,

PEACE CORPS
and VISTA
The toughest job
you 'U ever love
Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers are people pretty much like you .
People with committment and skills who have assessed their lives and
decided there must be more to life than just holding down a job.
The problems that our volunteers deal with overseas and here at home
aren't new. Such as the cycle of poverty that traps one generation after
another because they're too busy holding on to get ahead . The debilitating effects of malnutrition and disease . Education that's either too little
or none. Skills that are lacking , and the means to get them too .
Your college training qualifies you to handle more of these problems
than you might think . Such as teaching i:iutrition and health practices.
Organizing communities to work on problems ranging from neighborhood stop signs to utility rates and tax reforms. Advising small businesses. Introducing new agricultural techniques. Building classrooms and
roads , or working on reforestation programs . The number of jobs to do
is nearly as great as the number of volunteers who have served since
1961: Over 150,000.
The pay is nothing to write home about, but there's one thing
we ·CAN promise you. There will
be plenty to write home about .
,VISTA/PEACE CORPS
"
Hepresentatives
in
Spokane
April
24-27
See our representatives for details
information booth open, walk-in interon current and future openings.
views accepted, Federal Bldg. Lobby,
W. 920 Riverside, April 24-27, 9 a .m .5p.m.
PEACE CORPS film and discussion,
1
Spokane Public Library, Second·Floor
Auditorium, W. 906 Main,
April 25, 7 p.m.

.
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Sports
White wins second
in track invitational
Vi c White took second place in
the high jump at the Central
Washington Invitational last Saturda y and then went on to easily
captu re the long and triple jump
comp tition.
Coach Jerry Martin said that
White posted a 6 foot 10 inch mark
in the hi gh jump. But the University of Idaho's Bob Peterson
momenta rily slowed the Eagle
trackster with a 7 foot leap.
White won the long jump with a
24 foot 2 and one-quarter inch
jump, nearly two feet over his
closest competition . He also
placed first in the triple jump
with a 46 foot 11 and threequarter inch mark, which bested
teammate Jeff Fredrick by four
inches .
The Eagles took first place

finishes from Rick Gehrts in the
1500 meter run, Paige Sagen in
the pole vault and Greg Rooney in
the 110 meter hurdles .
Martin said the EWU squad
collected second place wins from
the mile relay team and the 400
meter team . Steve Kiesel in the
800 meter run, and Rick Becker
in the 5000 meter run also took
seconds .
Keith EIJiot led lhe third-place
finishers with a 22 foot 1 inch leap
in the long jump. Randy Taylor in
the 800 meter run and Andy
Newing in the 400 meter hurdles
brought in third place wins for
the Eagle squad.
The Eagles travel to Missoula,
Mont. , Friday to compete against
Montana and Montana State University .

Ent~ forms due
Eastern will host the Northwest regional championships of
the International Racquetball
Association April 19-22.
Entries are expected from
Washington, Idaho, Oregon, Montana, Alaska , Wyoming, North
Dakota and British Columbia ,
according to tournament codirector Pat Whitehill, an EWU
physical education professor.
Winners of the singles event
will receive half of their airfare
to the World Singles Champ-

ionships in Las Vegas, Nev ., May
24-26.
All contestants must have current membership cards for the
IRA, according to Whitehill.
Entry deadline is Friday, April
13, 1979.
For more information and to
register, contact the EWU Conferenfe and Activity Center,
EWU Pavilion, Cheney, WA 99004
or call (509) 359-2406 in Cheney or
838-5271 extension 2406 from Spokane.

Tennis action

Women win dual meets
In women 's tennis action last
week, EWU was victorious in two
dual matches agai nst Whitworth
Thursday and Whitman Saturday .
The ~agles defeated the Whitworth Pirates on the Pirates
home court, 6-3.
• Winning for Eastern in second
seed singles play was Rosemary
Chubb-Stewart, a junior returning from last year's Eagle squad .
Chubb-Stewart bested Nancy
Jenks 6-3, 6-2. Chubb-Stewart has
a season record of 4-0.
Two other winners in singles
action were Lindy Holt in the fifth
seeded position and Maxine Vo-

Chuck McGuire continued his
hot pitching with a sparkling
three hitter over Central Washington in the first game, while
four Eagle pitchers combined for
a similiar effort in the second
game as EWU scored a 3-2, .4-3
doubleheader sweep over CWU
here Saturday.
In the first game, EWU scored
all three of its runs in the fourth
inning. Steve Baxter opened with
a single followed by consecutive
doubles by Tim Betz and Tim
Van Doren. Bob Hoggins added a
single, providing the winning run.
McGuire went the distance,
striking out six batters. In the
second game Saturday, the Eagles were led by the hitting of Don
Huffman and Jim Flannery.

Sue Colvin
5'5" Sophomore

Kennewick
Sue leaped 17'9½'' to win the long jump at the
EWU Women's Invitational meet April 6.
Ironically, this was the first time in two years
Sue had jumped in competition. She also competed
in the 100 and 200 meter dashes .

'f'

man 7-2. In singles, first seeded
Motooka came from behind 6-2,
7-6 to beat Edson .
Second seeded Chubb-Stewart
won 6-3, 6-0. Third seeded Judy
Taigen won 7-5, 6-4; Holt won in
the fifth seeded slot 6-1, 6-0 and
sixth seeded ~ally De Rosa won
6-2, 4-6, 7-5.
In doubles action, team one of
Hurt and Holt won 7-5, 6-1, and
squad two of Motooka and ChubbStewart won 6-2, 6-1.
In this week's women's tennis
action, EWU traveled · to the
University of Idaho Tuesday. The
Eagles play host to the Whitworth
Pirates today .

Eagle sluggers tie Central

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

..,

gel in the sixth seeded slot.
Holt and Vogel , both freshmen ,
are doing "extremely well," said
Coach Sunya Herold . "Lindy has
a 4-0 season record . She's also on
the first doubles tea m with Vicki
Hurt.
" Holt beat Whitworth's Snodgrass 6-0, 6-4, and Vogel downed
Selland 6-0, 6-1."
In doubles, EWU's team two,
including Trudy Motooka and
Chubb-Stewart, were victorious
over Lund and Snodgrass 6-3, 6-1.
Motooka and Chubb-Stewart
have a 4-0 record in doubles this
season.
Saturday EWU defeated Whit-

The Eagles, who had played
errorless balls in both games Saturday, allowed eight unearned
runs in the fourth inning in the
first game of their rematch
doubleheader Sunday. Central
used the two-hit pitching of Dave
Jraola to chalk up the rather
lopsided victory, 11-3.
In the second game on Sunday,
CWU jumped to a 6-0 lead, but

Eastern came back to tie 7-7 in
the fourth until Central finally
pulled away with an 11-7 victory
on 13 hits.
The weekend action left Eastern and Central still with identical 8-4 records in NAIA play. The
Eagles are now 10-8 overall. The
Eagles entertained PLU yesterday (too late for coverage) and
travel to Hermiston today for
games with Eastern Oregon.

SCC athlete wins

EWU hosts deca1halon
A Spokane Community College
trackster took first place in
EWU's first decathlon iast
weekend.
Glen Heinzman of sec took the
competition with a winning pole
vault of 14 feet 9 inches that
brought his point total up to 6265.
Carl Marten of Montana State
University captured second place
with 6100 points and third place
went to Randy Heidenreich with
5579, also from SCC.
EWU Coach Jerry Martin said
the first year event was very
successful, with two Eagle tracksters completing the ten event
decathlon.
"Brad Duffy, who competes on
the Eagle Track Club, was the
closest to the leader with 5460
points and was followed by Steve
Erickson with 4960," he said.
Martin said the competition
was composed of 10 events, including the 100 meter dash, long

jump, shot put, high jump, 400
meter run, 110 meter high hurdles, discus, pole vault, javelin and
the 1500 meter run.
"The scoring for each event is
already pre-determined by the
International Amatuer Athletic
Federation scoring tables," Martin said, "with each participant
getting a possible thousand points
depending on his performance."
Martin said Eastern was without Terry Scott, the national
junior decathlon champion of
last year, because of a pulled
muscle in his leg.
"Heinzman had a super performance during the two-day
event," said Martin, "but I think
it would have been a really close
match if Scott would have been
physically ready to participate."
Martin said Scott would be
ready for the district decathlon
on April 22 and 23 at Woodward
Field .
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Rosemary Stuart, who boasts a season record
of 4-0, bested Pirate Nancy Jenks last
Thursday 6-3, 6-2.

EWU student Julie Mertens lunges for the
ball in a match against a Whitworth Pirate.
Mertens won 6-3, 6-4.

Women tracksters second

The EWU women's track team
placed second at a home track
meet last Friday, finishing behind Spokane Community College.
SCC took first with 119.5 points,
EWU second with 70 points,
Central Washington third with
41.5 points and Whitworth bringing up the rear with 3 points .
" I think our team did pretty
good considering the cold, windy
weather, " said Coach Sheila Wilkins. " We're looking forward to
better times and warmer
weather on Friday in Missoula .
" We have the quality of team
members it takes to make a good
track team," she added. "But we
just don't have the quantity . It's
hard to bring home a team win
because we can't fill all the
events, but we're not afraid of
hard work."
In the shot, Tammy Grubb took

fifth , putting it 39 feet 2 inches. In
the discus, Paula Better took
fourth with 116 feet 2.5 inches,
and Derilynn Harris took sixth in
a throw of HO feet 6 inches .
Sue Colvin took first in the long
jump, leaping 17 feet 9.5 inches.
This was the first time Colvin had
jumped in two years. She missed
the regionals qualifying mark by
one inch.
Also in the long jump, EWU's
Cheryl Wishert leaped 16 feet 7
inches to bring home a second
place ribbon.
In the 100 meter hurdles, Celeste Dillard took third with a
time of 19.2 and· Laura Pipkin
grabbed fourth place with a time
of 19.6.
Wishert took third in the 400
meter hurdles clocking a 1: 11.5.
Pipkin's time of 1: 10.1 took fifth
place.
In the 440 relay, EWU teams 1

The EWU men's tennis team
upped its season record to five
wins and one loss as they soundly
defeated Montana State University 8-1 last Friday and swept
Western Washington and Central
Washington Universities 9-0, 9-0
last Saturday.
Norward Brooks led the charge
Friday, and Dick Roth, Todd
Erickson, Barry DePaoli and
Tom Thompson followed suit as
the Eagles took five out of six
matches in single's competition.
The doubles teams of Brooks/Roth, DePaoli/Mortensen and
Erickson/Thompson swept the
competition with 7-5, 6-1; 6-3, 6-1;
7-6, 6-4 scores respectively, said
Coach Ron Raver.
Raver said the Eagles traveled
to the Central Washington University .campus on Saturday in
Ellensburg and swept the singles
and doubles competition against
WWU for a 9-0 victory to up their
season record to 4-1.
Todd Erickson, playing in the
number one position, began the
WWU match by defeating Mike
Hoefel 6-1 and 6-4. He was followed by an impressive 6-0, 6-1

victory by DePaoli, and Mortensen with a 6-2, 3-6, 6-3 win.
Thompson posted back to back
6-1, 6-1 wins; Mike Drake won by
6-2, 6-4 and Tom Taylor skunked his opponent 6-0, 6-0.
In doubles competition, the
Eagles posted wins from the
teams of DePaoli/Mortensen,
Erickson/Thompson and Drake/
Taylor.

,With Jerry King
EAGLE SCREAMS: Eastern should have a boxing clqb and

may even offer boxing classes for credit within a year. Curt
Huff, the man who also organized Eastern's recent successful
'smoker' is enthusiastic about boxing here on campus and said
that a portable ring, gloves, and other equipment are already
included in next year's budget . ..
The Spokane Skyhawks, the newest member of the Northwest
International Football League (a minor-league professional
club) is trying to sign several former EWU football stars. Among
them are last' year's qu~rterback Mike Wells, defeQsive
backfield,.eoach and former all-American Mike Richter, and
former all-American tight end Scott Garske ...
Look for much improved efforts from the Eagle baseball and
, golf teams the rest of the season. Poor weather hurt both groups
thus far, something many of our opponents to the south and to
the west don't have to .face . . .
·
NATIONAL;ROUND-UP: Ever wonder why the Sonics can keep
winning even ,while plagued with injuries and somewhat less
talent than some other teams? Unofficial.statistics show Seattle
ra~ed 20th among 22 NBA teams ui, scoring ,and 20th in field
goal ·shooting. B"t Seattle is "dead first" in defense, only
allowing ,lQ1 · points per game and only, allowtng opponents. to
sh,q_pt 46 per.¢ent frotn ~e field . !, •

In the 400 meter dash, Kathy
Mayberry took first in the regional qualifying time of 58.3.
Tricia Boland finished third in
62.0 and Leslie Weber took fourth
with 62.2.
In the 800 meter run, Jacki Van
DeBrake took second with a
2:25.2 and Denise Freeman grabbed sixth in a time of 2: 37 .o.
In the 1,500 meter run, Sue Pike
took third in 5:05.2.
The women take on the University of Montana and . Montana
State University at Missoula Friday.

The Eagles then went on to
defeat Central as they swept the
singles and doubles competition
for another 9-0 win .
Raver said the Eagles travel to
Pullman this weekend to meet
the University of Washington and
Boise State University on Friday,
and Washington State University
and the University of Idaho on
Saturday.

Golfers improve record
Eastern golfers captured second place last weekend at the
Whitman Invitational tournament, which was won by hosting
Whitman College.
Eagle golfers Steve Michelson,
Steve Nelke, George Menegas,
Tim Heleniak, Dave Jones and
Gene Kuhn were closely bunched
scoring wise.
"That's actually a pretty good
sign," said Coach Don Kallem.
"It means that we're playing
more consistently. And we are
definitely starting to play much
better now that we've gotten a
break in the weather and had an

Talking sports

and 2 finished second and third.
Team 1 took second with a 50.3
and team 2 took third with a 52.7.
Jamie Day took first in the 100
meter dash with the region::il
qualifying time of 12.5. Shelley
Hammock took third with a
clocking of 12.8.

Tennis squad takes match

opportunity to practice more."
The Eagles dropped their
match to powerful Columbia Basin Community College Monday.
Kuhn led the Eagles with a 76,
which Kallen called "an excellent
score, considering the constant 30
miles per hour winds at the
Meadow Springs course in Rich-.
land.
A positive note in the loss was
that several CBCC golfers are
considering playing for Eastern
next year, Kallem added.
Eastern travels to Moscow today for a two-day match with the
University of Idaho.

Judy Targen executes a graceful return
during Thursday's game. She won a singles
match against a Whitman student 7-5, 6-4.

·················••1
! Umpires Needed :
:
•
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:
Women's and Men's •

•: Intramural Softball :•
•: Deadline for :•
:

••
:
••

Co-ed Softball
Extended through
this week

•
•

Sign up in Intramural Office
HPERA Complex

•

CALL 359-7877

:
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•
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Unwanted
pregnancies
Precaut,-onary measures
are the wisest defenses
COURSE 101: PREMATURE
PARE TJ-1OOD--Prerequisite:
lrre ponsible Sex. It's a snap
course. Pass or fail. No exams,
term papers-, not even any classes. All that's required is com1>lacency about your own sexuality and a basic naivete that's sure
to keep you from being in control
of your sex life.
If your general attitude on the
s ubject of sexual relations is not
unlike Scarlett O'Hara's "I'll
think about it tomorrow, " and if
birth control is something you
choose to leave up to "him" or
" hl!r" or to "fate", this course is
ror yo u.
\-\ omen will lea rn to shorten
th ei r coll ege y •ars cons iderabl
a nd r e duc e lif e tim e ea rnin g
power s ubs tantially through the
birth of an unwanted child or deal
with choices, s uch as abortion or
ea rl y marriage.
Men will explore the joint
dec is ion -m aking process on iss ue .. uch a abortion, marriage,
p at rnit y , and perhap s ultimately experience the opportunity of learning to deal effectively
with irate parents, social pressure, fatherhood, divorce, and
child s upport.

explain this epidemic of teenage
pregnancy : that fear of pregnancy is not as great as it once was
and that motherhood is subconsciously desirable as a substitute
identity and rite of passage into
adulthood . One woman's magazine indicates that " many girls
think that sex should be spontaneous and that contraception
would make it calculated and unromantic."
Richard F'. Hettlinger, author

'·

,',
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The foregoing course description is fictitious . It is an attempt
to raise the sub rosa issue of
premarital sex and to call attention to the fallacy that ostrichlike behavior will eliminate having to deal with the danger of unplanned or unwanted pregnancy .
To bury one's head in the proverbial sand will not eliminate
that possibility and one day your
luck is apt to fly right out the
window.
The focus of attention appears
to have shifted in recent years
from the sexual behavior of
college students toward that in
younger teenagers . Statistics regarding intercourse on campus
(which is notoriously difficult to
estim11te) are not very current.
In the early part of this decade, it
was estimated that on a national
average, about 65 percent of
college men and about 50 percent
of college women have sexual
relations.
Perhaps you're familiar with
the pill , the diaphragm and a
variety of other contraceptives
that are available. Perhaps, on
the other hand, you're really not
sure which days of the month are
"safe" and whether there is such
a thing as a "male" pill and a
" morning after" pill.
One out of ten

Recent surveys indicate that
half of the 11 million sexually
active U.S. teens used no contraceptive the last time they had
intercourse. It is -estimated that
one out of every ten teen-age girls
aged 15 or over in the U.S. will
become pregnant this year and
roughly 30 percent will bear illegitimate children.
Theories are being put forth to
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of several books and articles on
sex among young adults, particularly college students, says that
sexual behavior on campus is
more often less free of convention
that it appears .

necessary adolescent celebration
of escape from the confines of
establishment anti -sexualism,
rather than a mature and considered pattern based on reflection and critical judgement."

"Rather than being based on
independent valu.es , it frequently
seems to be motivated by a
continuing need to reject tra ditional mores," he said . It continues to be an extension of the

Hettlinger says "unwanted"
pregnancies (at least among college students) are much more
likely to occur if a couple is
struggling to avoid intercourse
rather than accepting it.

"Babies are often conceived
because the parents, not wanting
to admit their desire or accept
responsibility for their actions,
failed to take adequate precautions and were carried away by
passion," he said . "It is not the
promiscuous who get caught, but
the idealists who discover too late
that they were not able to control
their sexual needs and then find
their marriage starting out with
the heavy burden of an unwanted
child."
Perhaps you 're right on top of
the latest contraceptive developments . But, most likely , you're
not thoroughly informed about
the various methods, how they
work , how effective they are and
how safe they are.
A national study published last
year reports that " patterns of
contraceptive use among collegians, taking into account their
increased maturity, education,
independence and presumably
greater access to contraception ...
do not seem to differ very much
from teenage patterns ."
Hettlinger points out in his
book " Sex Isn'} That Simple"
that men often assume that any
girl who agrees to heavy petting
or intercourse has automatically
equipped herself for casual sexual activity .
"Many fail to check that their
partner is protected, and some
couldn't care less whether she is
or not, " he said.
"Some men and women assume that because abortion is
available as a last resort, there's
no reason to ~orry about pregnancy, ignoring the fact that
abortion is never just a matter of
a simple visit to the doctor's
office."
Information available

Why not find out what you don 't
know? Information on birth control is available in Cheney at {he
Family Planning Clinic, sponsored by the Spokane County Health
Departmept. Clinic hours are 9
a.m . to 4 p.m., on the second and
fourth Tuesdays of each month,
and 2 p.m . to 9 p.m . on alternate
Tuesdays. Planned Parenthood,
located at the YMCA in Spokane,
also offers counseling and birth
control. Appointments are needed, and can be made through
Rap-In, the campus telephone
information service.
The Population Institute in
Washington, D.C. will assist any
college student in organizing a
project to develop or · improve
campus birth control services in
conjunction with college health
departments. Academic credit
may be arranged.
Take the initiative . Act as peer
counselor to your fellow students .
Stop behaving like the campus
ostrich.
Carelessness and indifference
about contraception are never
justified, and you can't make a
problem go away by pretending it
isn't there.

